
TO PITCH THE 3 SECOND TENT

TO PACK-UP THE 3 SECOND TENT

BEFORE USING

PEGGING THE 3 SECOND TENT

SELECTING A SITE

3 SECOND TENT PITCHING INSTRUCTIONS

Remove the 3 Second Tent from its carry bag and throw it 
into the air. Be sure to release the tent away from people 
and any obstacles. The tent will instantly pop open. Simply 
position the tent where desired and peg down the base 
and the pre-attached guy ropes.

Make sure the 3 Second Tent has been completely unpegged. Pull the 
top edges of one side of the frame together so that they meet at one 
position (1 & 2). Hold the position and then stand the tent vertically 
as displayed (3). Push the top rounded end down and then back into 
itself. With your left hand push forward and with the right hand pull 
backward (4 & 5). Finnish the step so the two rounded ends meet 
together (6). 

Straighten up the tent (7). Twist the sides, one side push forward and 
the other pull backwards (8 & 9).  Take one side  and flip over to meet 
the other side to form a complete circle (10 & 11). Hold the folded 
tent together and place it neatly into the carry bag (12).

We suggest you run a test pitch first to familiarise yourself 
with your new Malamoo 3 Second Tent. Make sure to review 
your contents and to pack all parts into the tent carry bag.

First peg points A, B, C, D to ensure the tent is stable. 
The 3 Second Tent fly and Awning is already attached to 
the tent. To stabilise the tent in windy conditions, peg out 
the guy ropes E, F, G & H. To set up the awning insert the 
awning poles and peg with the included guy ropes.

Before pitching your tent, find an area that is level and 
can offer moderate wind and weather protection. Make 
sure the area is clear of overhanging branches and debris 
such as twigs and stones as they may damage the tent. 

MALAMOO

WARNING

This tent can burn. Do not pitch the tent near a camp fire 
or any other flame source. Do not use any candles, 
matches or any other flame sources in or near the tent. 
Never use any fuel-burning oxygen-consuming devices or 
any device that produces any fumes, including stoves, 
lanterns, hibachis or heaters in your tent. This could result 
in carbon monoxide poisoning, injury and/or death. 
Never leave your tent erected in strong winds - collapse 
tent and seek refuge in appropriate shelter.
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